Recent Retired projects/deliverables

**oslo-incubator**
- Our common repository.
- Little code left.
- Shifting code into their own name space packaging repository.

**deb-savannaclient**
- savanna was renamed to sahara.
- This particular repository is unused.

**os-cloud-config**
- Deprecated in Ocata, removed in pike.
- Not maintained.

**networking-of-agent**
- Code was rolled into Neutron to enhance Neutron’s OVS agents.

**Documentation**
- OpenStack manuals project migration
- Doc Migration Tracking Etherpad
- Doug Hellmann: Stop Working So Hard: Scaling Open Source Community Practices
- Archiving old documentation
Other Considerations
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Contributors retained from previous year. New contributors are those that haven’t contributed in the previous year. Coming back contributors are those coming back after one or more years hiatus. Graph on the left shows all contributors. Graph on the right shows main contributors (more than 30 patches per year).